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CAPACITY

0,75 L
CLOSURE

CORK
ALCOHOL

12,5 % VOL.
SWEETNESS

3,0 G/L
ACIDITY

7,0 G/L
MATURATION

1200L BARRELS

90 - 140 m in elevation, approx. 75 – 120% gradient, 8.38
classified hectares
The Rothenberg is situated at the northern end of the
famous Roter Hang. Its steep slopes and southeast
orientation provide the grapes with the benefits of the full
morning sun, both from above and reflected off the
surface of the Rhine from below. Interestingly, this
exposure also lends the fruit a distinctive coolness. Our
parcel on the Rothenberg is perched like an eagle’s nest
atop the slope. It is the steepest section of the
Rothenberg and carries the name Kapellchen, or 'Little
Chapel.' Like a classic Burgundian 'Clos,' the vineyard is
enclosed within a stone wall.
The Rothenberg name says it all: the red slate soils
provide our Riesling grapes with a foundation so soft and
porous that the roots can literally eat through the slate
rock. These certainly contain some of the oldest Riesling
vines in all of Germany, predating the regulations put in
place during the phylloxerra epidemic of the first half of
the twentieth century. That’s why we call the wine
'wurzelecht,' meaning 'ungrafted.' The ancient vines with
their minimal yields mean that our Rothenberg bottles
show somewhat closed and unapproachable in their
youth. With a little bottle maturation, however, this wine
divulges a remarkable and recognizable range of aromas:
sweet ripe apricot, finely spiced gooseberry and a
delicate note of fresh green herbs. On the palate, the
wine is a mix of ripe, charming creaminess and
challenging minerality that coats the mouth. A salty spice
then emerges, a nod to the stony power of the red slate
soil. First mentioned as “in dem Rode” in 1364.

Awards
98-100 Points Robert Parker

